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Background
Facilities management (FM) is the contracting out of the arrangement of support services to an agency’s core business. 

Delivery of the support services is usually by either the FMs own workforce or by sub-contracted service providers.

The use of FMs in government evolved in the mid 1990s with the move to user pays, devolved budgetary control to agencies 

and the disbanding of the government’s day labour force. Savings of between fi ve and 20 per cent were forecast under FM 

arrangements as well as improved quality of service.

One of the most common forms of FM in Government is of buildings and property. Most of these FM services are delivered 

under common use contracts established and managed by the Department of Contract and Management Services (CAMS), 

though some agencies contract FMs direct. 

Implementation of FM across government has involved considerable transition for agencies, the development of which is 

continuing. In March 2001, the Government approved development by CAMS of a new facilities management arrangement 

(Western Property) that is expected to come into place in May 2002.

What the examination found...
Agencies generally lacked information to enable savings from FM arrangements to be determined. 

Where savings can be determined, they have generally been at the lower end of the forecast fi ve to 20 per cent. CAMS’ 

FM contracts have achieved an overall savings of six per cent ($2.7 million) on metropolitan breakdown repairs over a 39 

month period.

Savings on breakdown repairs are not achieved by all the FMs under the CAMS’ contract, with costs under individual FMs 

varying ± 13 per cent against the benchmark. However, agencies cannot control which FM provides their service.

The Department of Agriculture cancelled its FM contract to resume in-house management so as to save approximately 

$200 000 per annum (11 per cent) of its building maintenance program costs. However, this decision was not based on risk 

or service quality analysis. 

CAMS undertakes detailed benchmarking of its FMs to monitor performance and encourage improvement. Some evidence 

of improvement is apparent from this eff ort though results are not widely shared with agencies.

Incentives and penalties are used in agency direct FM contracts to enhance performance but are not used under CAMS’ 

FM contracts.

Agencies using CAMS’ FM contracts were generally satisfi ed with the quality of work though several smaller agencies were 

dissatisfi ed with the level of management involvement required to get work performed.

Property management and maintenance budget preparation under CAMS’ FM contracts is comprehensive and free of 

confl ict of interest from FMs.

Agencies under the Western Property arrangement are expected to be able to select their own FMs or to contract service 

providers direct. 

What the examination recommended...
Agencies need to ensure that their fi nancial management systems enable them to monitor and scrutinise FM expenditure. 

Agencies when contemplating moving to or from an FM arrangement should undertake comprehensive fi nancial and risk 

analysis.

CAMS and agencies should fully consider the potential for improving contractor performance by including incentives and 

penalties in future contracts.


